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Wednesday, February 19, 2014 699aHere, we use high-resolution optical tweezers with simultaneous fluorescence
microscopy to observe directly the mechanical properties of ssDNA-SSB,
ssDNA-RecA, and ssDNA-SSB-RecA complexes under a range of tensions.
This single-molecule assay allows us to probe and visualize simultaneously
the interactions of RecA and SSB with ssDNA in real time and with nanometer
resolution. Using a 70-nucleotide, poly-dT ssDNA construct designed to
accommodate a single SSB, we investigated different scenarios of protein-
DNA complex formation under a range of tensions between 0-10 pN.
Individual SSBs on their own bind and condense ssDNA in discrete steps, the
size of which depend on tension. Under low tensions (1-3 pN), an SSB wraps
50-70 nt of ssDNA in a single step. At higher tensions (>4 pN), SSB exhibit
transient, partially wrapped states on ssDNA. In the absence of SSB, RecA fil-
aments nucleate rapidly on ssDNA regardless of tension. In contrast, when
RecA is added to ssDNA coated with an SSB, filament formation is inhibited
at low tensions. At higher tensions, where the SSB can partially unwrap
from ssDNA, we observe RecA filaments form after an extended lag time.
Our results suggest a mechanism in which SSBs inhibit RecA by sequestering
ssDNA. Tension-induced unwrapping of the SSB makes ssDNA available for
RecA to bind and nucleate a filament.
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Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is a major driver of bacterial evolution, allow-
ing for rapid development of deleterious functions - such as virulence or anti-
biotic resistance. However, expressing foreign DNA without selection is at best
a waste of resources and at worst fatal to the bacterium. Bacteria have, there-
fore, developed mechanisms to selectively silence foreign genes. For instance,
the histone-like nucleoid-structuring protein (H-NS) silences foreign genes that
are recognized by their AT content. It has previously been shown that the bind-
ing of H-NS to AT-rich DNA dramatically changes the persistence length of the
DNA. However, we discovered that the persistence length measured under no
load, via tethered particle motion (TPM), and under increasing H-NS concen-
trations was much less sensitive to concentration than when stretched with op-
tical tweezers. Our results indicate a previously unknown protein-DNA
structure which breaks down under an applied force.
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Understanding biomolecular interactions at the molecular level is crucial to fos-
ter the development of biosensors with improved sensitivity, for the early diag-
nosis of disease-related biomarkers and for therapeutic drug monitoring. To this
purpose, we propose a strategy based on atomic force microscopy (AFM) to
map protein-protein and DNA-protein interactions on solid surfaces with
high spatial resolution. By means of AFM Nanografting, we build functional
DNA nanostructures with variable density and known conformation on ultraflat
gold thin films and investigate the reaction mechanism and the reaction kinetics
of different enzymes (from restriction enzymes to helicases) on such nanostruc-
tures, for different DNA substrates (forks, blunt ended, etc.). Our platform al-
lowed us to highlight the effect of molecular crowding and steric hindrance on
the enzymatic reaction and to reveal the impact of DNA conformation on enzy-
matic activity.
Preliminary small angle X-ray scattering and ultraviolet-visible absorption spec-
troscopy data to study real-time enzymatic reactions on DNA-functionalized
gold nanoparticles will be also discussed.
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DNA/RNA-protein interactions underpin fundamental biological processes
such as transcription, splicing, and translation. The increasing number of exper-
imentally determined three-dimensional structures of nucleic acid-protein com-plexes provides unprecedented opportunities to decipher the underlying
principles governing the process of DNA/RNA-protein recognition. Existing
bioinformatics tools suffer either by scope or usability. We have developed
SNAP, a new software for characterizing the Structures of Nucleic Acid-
Protein complexes that is consistent, rigorous, robust, and efficient. Here we
focus on the analysis of DNA-protein interactions.
Starting from a structure of a DNA-protein complex in PDB or PDBx/mmCIF
format, SNAP automatically detects double-helical regions consisting of either
canonical base-pairs (bp) or non-canonical bps, and categorizes protein into
secondary structural units (alpha helices, beta sheets, turns, and loops). The
program then characterizes DNA-protein interactions by checking all combina-
tions between the two components: major groove, minor groove, and backbone
for DNA, versus each alpha helix, beta sheet, turn, and loop for protein. SNAP
recognizes and outputs base-amino-acid H-bonding and stacking interactions.
To quantify the relative spatial relationship between interacting amino acids
and bases, SNAP defines a local amino-acid reference frame in the side chain,
and takes advantage of the standard base reference frame. SNAP calculates all
six rigid-body parameters to allow for the analysis of large sets of DNA-protein
complexes consistently and rigorously.
Implemented in ANSI C as a stand-alone command-line program, SNAP is
self-contained and its executables are tiny, with zero runtime dependencies
on third party libraries. The program has been checked against all DNA-
protein complexes in the PDB, without any known issues. SNAP is a new
component of the 3DNA suite of programs (x3dna.org) for the analysis,
rebuilding, and visualization of three-dimensional nucleic acid structures. It
consolidates, refines, and significantly extends 3DNA’s functionality for
DNA-protein structural analysis.
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Protein-RNA interactions are important in biology, however computational
research in this field is still in its (relative) infancy. Part of the challenge is
in obtaining a robust energy function that can accurately capture key features
of protein-RNA interactions. Previously, we showed that RNA-only potentials
efficacious in identifying native-like RNA structures could be determined from
distance statistics of high-resolution RNA structures [1]. Extending that work,
we extracted statistical information from high-resolution protein-RNA struc-
tures, and developed a protein-RNA coarse-grained knowledge-based potential
that is suitable for discriminating protein-RNA decoys. Additionally, our
smooth potentials can be used in refining near-native protein-RNA models
that have been identified by docking. Our statistical potential, together with
carefully chosen embedded sampling degrees of freedom [2,3] and a harmonic
constraint potential implemented in MOSAICS [4], should be effective for
docking problems involving unbound protein and RNA structures.
[1] Bernauer J. et al., RNA, 17, 1066 (2011).
[2] Minary P. and Levitt M., J. Comp. Biol., 17, 993 (2010).
[3] Sim A.Y.L. et al., PNAS, 109, 2890 (2012).
[4] http://csb.stanford.edu/minary/MOSAICS.html
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DNA-binding proteins such as transcription factors react with their targets at
faster than estimation from diffusion-controlled rates. This is explained by
the fact that the protein can slide along DNAmolecule with appreciable affinity
for nonspecific sequences. However, does this sliding function really play a key
role in this type of reaction kinetics? Most of the previous methods are opti-
mized for one-dimensional protein diffusion along DNA maintained in an
extended configuration. Here we show that a site-specific nuclease digestion
efficiently occurs in the course of an intermittent encounter by the same single
DNA molecule to a number of nucleolytic enzyme molecules. We found in a
limited protein’s sliding-free condition that the intermittent molecular
encounter and complex formation process gives an enhanced rate for the reac-
tion. Our results demonstrate how the flowing DNA encounters the immobi-
lized restriction enzyme ApaI by which the site-specific DNA-break occurs.
Moving tags of both DNA ends transmitted the breakup of single DNA mole-
cule into fragments. Quite a number of digestions occurred at the first encounter
